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h i g h l i g h t s

• A network of networks about Linux operating system is constructed.
• Degree distribution similarity among the whole and component networks is observed.
• Manifestations in topology and function for the components have been observed.
• System failures make some nodes unreachable and visit new nodes at the same time.
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a b s t r a c t

Operating system represents one of the most complex man-made systems. In this paper,
we analyze Linux Operating System (LOS) as a complex network via modeling functions as
nodes and function calls as edges. It is found that for the LOS network and modularized
components within it, the out-degree follows an exponential distribution and the in-
degree follows a power-law distribution. For better understanding the underlying design
principles of LOS, we explore the coupling correlations of components in LOS from aspects
of topology and function. The result shows that the component for device drivers has a
strong manifestation in topology while a weak manifestation in function. However, the
component for process management shows the contrary phenomenon. Moreover, in an
effort to investigate the impact of system failures on networks, we make a comparison
between the networks traced from normal and failure status of LOS. This leads to a
conclusion that the failure will change function calls which should be executed in normal
status and introduce new function calls in the meanwhile.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A wide range of real-world systems, such as the World Wide Web [1,2], scientific collaborations [3] and transportation
infrastructures [4,5], can be described as complex networks where the entities are denoted by nodes and the relationships
between entities are denoted by edges. In 1959, Erdös and Rényi introduced ER random network model [6], which has
dominated the research on the complex network for decades. After that, the proposal of small-world models by Watts
et al. [7] and scale-free properties by Barabási et al. [8] has attracted more and more researches on complex network in
a wide field until now. In recent years, the researches on complex networks are flourishing, such as network modeling
[9–11], epidemic spreading [12,13], cascading failures [14], traffic dynamics [15], evolutionary games [16–20], optimization
process [21,22] and social dynamics [23–25]. One interesting direction is to study software systems [26–28] from the view
of complex networks.
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Table 1
Basic properties of the six components. n is the number of nodes;m is the number of edges; ⟨kout ⟩ is the average out-degree; ⟨kin⟩ is the average in-degree;
⟨fout ⟩ is the average external out-links and equals to the ratio of the number of external out-links to n; ⟨fin⟩ is the average external in-links and equals to
the ratio of the number of external in-links to n; C is the average clustering coefficient; E is the efficiency [41].

arch drivers fs kernel mm net

n 41535 221837 23955 7656 3173 23430
m 46220 367986 34197 6494 3779 41389
⟨kout ⟩ 1.112796 1.658813 1.427552 0.848224 1.190986 1.766496
⟨kin⟩ 1.112796 1.658813 1.427552 0.848224 1.190986 1.766496
⟨fout ⟩ 2.276851 2.516708 4.250637 2.898511 3.453514 2.908451
⟨fin⟩ 5.524088 0.532256 6.004258 13.74125 31.39994 6.820401
C 0.031023 0.043741 0.042347 0.029811 0.029721 0.035559
E 0.000495 0.000081 0.000733 0.001519 0.004204 0.000283

Software systems represent one of themost complexman-made systems and can be expressed as networks [29]. Awealth
of study on software systems from the prospective of complex networks has been conducted over the past decade. Valverde
et al. [30] presented the first evidence for the emergence of scaling and the presence of small world behavior in software
systems. Myers [31] examined software systems as complex networks and provided a model of software evolution based
on refactoring processes. Cai et al. [32] proposed a software mirror graph to record the dynamic information of software
behaviors.

Operating system (OS) is one of the most important software systems and provides a basic executing environment for
other software. Among various operating systems, Linux operating system (LOS), which is first released by Linus Torvalds
in 1991, is well deployed in nearly all fields of our society nowadays. Understanding the inner structure of LOS is helpful
for its maintenance and development. Additionally, the source open characteristic of LOS makes it convenient to analyze a
software system as a complex network. In 2008, Zheng et al. [33] put forward two network growthmodels to better describe
the properties of LOS. Recently, Gao et al. [34] analyzed the core components of LOS as a network and observed a scale-free
phenomenon in it.

Furthermore, since LOS consists of several independent components, the interactions of which are essential for the
execution of LOS. Thus, it is necessary andpossible to explore the coupling relationships of components. The study of network
of networks is a hot topic these days [35], and researchers had found thatmany realistic systems are interdependent on other
systems. In 2010, Buldyrev et al. [36] developed a framework for analyzing the coupling relations of two interdependent
networks. Whereafter, coupling relations have been extensively studied [37–39].

In this paper, we study the network of networks in LOS to explore the coupling relationships among components. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the network modeling of LOS and the analysis of topological
properties for six modularized components in LOS. Section 3 presents the coupling relationships of components both in
topology and function. In Section 4, the impacts of system failures on LOS network are discussed. Finally, the conclusion of
the work is given in Section 5.

2. Network modeling of LOS

LOS is mainly composed of six interacting components: arch, drivers, fs, kernel,mm and net. arch determines the feasible
hardware that LOS can be installed in; drivers contains the device drivers; fs is the component of the disk and file system;
kernel manages the processes in LOS; mm is the component of memory management and net serves networking [40]. We
model LOS (Linux-3.16.11) as a directed network, in which nodes represent functions and edges represent function calls.
Fig. 1 illustrates a simple example for the network modeling.

It should be noted that the network of each component only contains the calls between functions of the same component.
Additionally, the whole LOS network is constructed by component networks through the function calls between them.

Now we study the topological properties of the six components. It can be observed from Table 1 that the numbers of
nodes for the components are quite different from each other. Among the six components, drivers is the largest one which is
about 70 times larger than the smallest, i.e.mm. Each component has external links to communicatewith other components.
It shows that the value of ⟨fout⟩ in fs is the largest, indicating that the realization of fs needs more interactions with other
components. Moreover, the values of ⟨fin⟩ in kernel and mm are larger, indicating that the functions in kernel and mm are
called by other components more significantly. Another point worth mentioning is the efficiency. From the table, we can
observe that the efficiency of drivers is extremely low. This is ascribed to two reasons. First, it is hard to find a loopback in
the LOS network because there is no mutual function call between two functions in LOS. Besides, the number of nodes in
drivers is the largest, which can account for the lowest efficiency in drivers dominantly. In the following, we will discuss the
degree distributions of networks.

Fig. 2 exhibits the degree distribution of the whole system and the six components, which denotes the probability
that the in-degree or out-degree of a randomly selected node is k. The figure indicates that the in-degree (or out-degree)

1 We choose Linux-3.16.1 as our analyzing object, and it was the newest version when we started this research.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of network modeling. (a) Is a piece of C language program; (b) Is a directed network based on the function calls in (a). Each function
maps to a node and each function call is represented by an edge. Note, the in-degree of a function represents the number of functions calling it, e.g. func5’s
in-degree is 4. The out-degree of a function represents the number of functions it calls, e.g. func4’s out-degree is 2.

distributions of the LOS network and the six components are close to each other. In addition, we find that the out-degree
distribution follows an exponential distribution and the in-degree distribution follows a power-law distribution, which is
in well accordance with the results of Gao et al. [34]. Furthermore, it can be found that the maximal out-degree is much
smaller than the maximal in-degree for all components. The reason is that, in general, professional programmers prefer to
write a function with only a few calls to make it reliable and readable when programming, which limits the value of the
maximal out-degree. Meanwhile, the functions providing basic services are called by huge number of high-level functions
and this is why they have extremely big in-degree, especially for the functions in large components.

3. Network of networks in LOS

The execution of LOS requires the interactions among components, which can be described as coupling relationships
in networks. There are two types of manifestations in coupling relationships, topological and functional. The topological
coupling relationships represent all the connections between components and reflect the underlying design principles of
LOS to some extent. Note that, during the execution of LOS, not all of the connections are covered. The functional coupling
relationships only cover the connections which are utilized by the executed components, and they reflect the real-time
execution status of LOS. It is a subset of the topological coupling relationships. In the remaining of this section, we design
an experiment to study both the topological and functional coupling relationships.

The topological coupling relationships can be obtained from the source code of LOS by static analyzing and the functional
coupling relationships can be traced by ftrace,2 a tool provided by LOS. ftrace can trace the function calls in the execution of
LOS. We run several open and authoritative benchmarks3 of Linux to emulate users operations and cover functions as many
as possible.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the topological coupling relationships of the six components. It is observed that all components have
the largest number of coupling edges connecting to drivers, which means drivers is the key component from the view of
topology. However, when the LOS is running, kernel becomes the most crucial component from the view of function, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The significant contrast between topological and functional coupling relationships can be explained as
follows. The compatibility of devices is one of the key principles when designing an operating system, LOS as an example.
Component drivers contains extremely huge number of device drivers with different types, which are requested by the
interactions between other components and devices. Hence, the number of coupling edges, of which each component
connects to drivers, is the largest from the prospective of topology. However, during the execution of LOS, the running
devices are specific and limited. This leads to the weak manifestation of drivers in function. In addition, the execution of
LOS requires the cooperation of components which are managed by kernel. Therefore, kernel has a strong manifestation and
becomes the most crucial component when LOS is running.

2 http://elinux.org/Ftrace.
3 The benchmarks we use are downloaded from http://www.phoronix-test-suite.com and https://code.google.com/p/byte-unixbench.

http://elinux.org/Ftrace
http://www.phoronix-test-suite.com
https://code.google.com/p/byte-unixbench
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Fig. 2. The degree distributions of networks. kout is the out-degree and kin is the in-degree. (a) Out-degree distribution of the LOS network; (b) in-degree
distribution of the LOS network; (c) out-degree distribution of the six components; (d) in-degree distribution of the six components. The red lines in
(a) and (b) are fitting lines and the slopes of them indicating that the out-degree distribution follows p(k) ∼ e−0.25k and in-degree distribution follows
p(k) ∼ k−1.66 , respectively. (Note that, the degree distributions of thewhole network and the components are similar.) (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. An illustration of network of networks in LOS. (a) The topological coupling relationships of the six components; (b) the functional coupling
relationships of the six components. Each node in (a) or (b) represents a component. Each edge represents that there exist function calls between two
components and edge thickness represents interaction strength.
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Fig. 4. An example to show the failure process. (a) The normal executing status. (b) A function call fails and this leads to the invalid of node b. (c) The
nodes which are only called by invalid nodes become invalid, e.g. the node f; Otherwise, the nodes still work, e.g. the node c. (d) New nodes are visited to
respond the failure, e.g. the nodes i, j and h.

4. The impact of system failures on network

LOS is a giant and complicated software system. During its execution time, system failures are inevitable. In this section,
to explore the impact of system failures on network, we design an experiment to make a comparison between normal and
failure status of LOS.

The procedures of the experiment can be briefly described as follows. We injected bugs in LOS first, and then triggered
them while the LOS was executing. Due to the huge number of fixed bugs during the long term maintenance and evolution
of LOS, we utilize the following constraints for the injection of bugs to limit them to an appropriate number.

(1) the bugs are fixed in the period of released time from version 3.15 to version 3.16, due to the specific research version
in this paper;

(2) the bugs can be reproduced in our current computer environment.4

After filtering by the constraints, there are totally 27 bugs injected and we denote the new generated LOS as LOSbug . We
used all benchmarks mentioned in Section 3 to trigger the bugs in LOSbug randomly to avoid the influence of human factors,
then traced function calls and built a network named NF. Those benchmarks were again executed in the LOS (without bugs)

4 A Lenovo laptop with: CPU Intel Core i5-3230; 4 GB of memory; 500 GB of hard disk; Ubuntu-14.04 with the version of 3.16.1 Linux kernel.
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and a network named NS was constructed by the similar way. There are 6507 nodes in NS and 6090 nodes in NF. To explore
the impact of system failures on network, we compared the nodes and edges in NF and NS carefully. The discrepancies
between NF and NS are caused by the system failures.

With the comparison of the nodes and edges in NS and NF, we find that the failures not only reduce the nodes in NS,
but also insert new nodes into NF. This phenomenon could be the result of the system interruption caused by abnormal
executions, wrong judgments of predicates and so on. Fig. 4 illustrates the procedure of a system interruption caused by
an abnormal execution in LOS. Fig. 4(a) depicts the normal execution status. Once a failure occurs and is traced by LOS, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), the LOS will call system interruption process and interrupt the current process. Due to the interruption, a
large number of functions will be unreachable, as indicated in Fig. 4(c). Meanwhile, additional functions (such as a warning
information to users) corresponding to the interruption are executed as shown in Fig. 4(d). The interruption stops the
propagating of the failure and can be regarded as a manifestation of the system robustness.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate LOS from the view of network of networks. We observe that the six interacting components
have similar degree distributions with the whole LOS network, in which the out-degree follows an exponential distribution
and the in-degree follows a power-law distribution. The topological and functional coupling relationships between
components are analyzed, and it has been found that component drivers has a strong manifestation in topology while a
weakmanifestation in function, but the case of component kernel is on the contrary. Moreover, an experiment was designed
to investigate the impact of system failures on network. We find that the failure will reduce a lot of functions and introduce
another part of functions in the meanwhile. Our work presents a way to better understand the network of networks in LOS
and may shed light on the bug detection in network of software systems.
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